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Overview

What is a task
Making a decision based on the data

Classification: Decide the class of an image (the prototypical supervised problem)
Survival: Decide the best actions to take to survive (Reinforcement Learning)
Reconstruction: Decide which information to store to reconstruct the data
(generative models, unsupervised learning)
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What is a representation
Any function of the data which is useful for a task.
Brightness
Corners

A simple organism may only need to
know the direction of the light source
Popular in Computer Vision before DNNs,
central to visual inertial systems and AR.

Neuronal activity

Hidden Layer
Image sources https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_magnetic_resonance_imaging#/media/File:Haxby2001.jpg, https://adeshpande3.github.io/A-Beginner%27s-Guide-To-Understanding-Convolutional-Neural-Networks/
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Why studying representations in practice?

Number of users

We can try to solve to the most common tasks, but what about the tails?
Are these two pictures
of the same person?

Head Tasks

Is this platypus healthy?

Tail tasks

Idea: Provide the user with a powerful and flexible representation that allows them to easily
solve their task.
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Some questions in representation learning

1. What is the best representation for a task?
2. Which tasks can we solve using a given representation?
The representation used by a health provider is probably not useful to a
movie recommendation system.
3. Can we fine-tune a representation for a particular task?
4. Can we provide the user with error bounds? Privacy bounds?
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But what is a good representation?
Data Processing Inequality:
No function of the data (representation) can be better than the data themself for
decision and control (task).
However, most organisms and algorithms use complex representations that
deeply alter the input. In Deep Learning we regularly torture the data to extract
the results:
Three main ingredients of DNNs: Convolutions, ReLU, Max-Pool
Destroy information
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Questions
Is the destruction of information necessary for learning?

Why some properties (invariance, hierarchical organization) emerge naturally in
very different systems?
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Why do we need to forget?
Let’s assume we want to learn a classifier p(y | x) given an input image x.
Curse of dimensionality: In general, to approximate p(y | x) the number of samples
should scale exponentially with the number of dimensions.
If x is a 256x256 image, this means we would need ~1028462 samples.
Then, how can we learn on natural images?
1. Nuisance invariance (reduce the dimension of the input)
2. Compositionally (reduce the dimension of the representation space)
3. Complexity prior on the solution (reduce the dimension of hypothesis space)
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Nuisance invariance

This is the formal model that we will adopt throughout the manuscript (Figure 2.2).
In the next section we make this formal notation a bit more precise with a specific
instantiation, the so-called Ambient-Lambert model. More realistic instantiations are
described in Appendix B.1. The reader interested in generalizations of the simple symChange
of nuisance
metric binary decision case can consult any number
of textbooks,
for instance [53].

Nuisance variability

I˜ = h(⇠, ⌫˜), ⌫˜ = illumination

⌫˜ = visibility

⌫˜ = viewpoint

˜ ⌫˜), ⇠˜ =
I˜ = h(⇠,
6 ⇠

I = h(⇠, ⌫)

Change
of
identity
Figure 2.2: The same scene ⇠ can yield many different images depending on particular
instantiations of the nuisance ⌫.
Images from Steps Toward a Theory of Visual Information, S. Soatto, 2011
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How to use nuisance variability

This is the formal model that we will adopt throughout the manuscript (Figure 2.2).
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Quotienting with respect to nuisances reduces the dimensionality of the space of
images, and simplifies learning the successive parts of the pipeline.
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Group nuisances
Examples: Translations, rotations, change of scale/contrast, small diffeomorphisms
Given a group G acting on the space of data X, we say that a representation f(x) is
invariant to G if:

f(x) = f(g ∘ x)

for all

g ∈ G, x ∈ X

A representation is maximal invariant if all other invariant representations are a
function of it.
Well understood for translation and scale. The solution inspired and justifies the use
of convolutions and max-pooling (next class).
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Problems with group nuisances
1. Rapidly becomes difficult for more complex groups
2. Groups acting on 3D objects do not act as groups on the image

3. Not all nuisances are groups (e.g., occlusions)
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More general nuisances
Idea: A nuisance as everything that does not carry information about the task.
Introduce the Information Bottleneck Lagrangian:

minf I( f(x); x) − λ I( f(x); task)
Total information

Information the representation
has about the task

where I(x; y) is the mutual information. The solution to the Lagrangian (for λ → +∞) is a
maximally invariant representation for all nuisances.
We can thus rephrase the problem of nuisance invariance as a much simpler
variational optimization problem.
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Learning invariant representations
We can approximatively optimize the variational objective using DNNs (Tuesday).

Stronger bottleneck = more filtering

Deeper layers filter increasingly more nuisances

Only informative part of the image

Other information is discarded

A. and Soatto, "Information Dropout: Learning Optimal Representations Through Noisy Computation”, PAMI 2018 (arXiv 2016)
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Compositional representations

Compositional representations
Humans can easily solve task by combining concepts:
“Find a blue large cherry”
We can easily solve this task, even if we have never seen a blue cherry before.
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Compositionally requires disentanglement
To learn a good compositional representation, we first need to learn to decompose
the image in reusable semantic factors:

Color: Blue
Size: Large
Shape: Cherry
This mitigates the curse of dimensionality: each factor is easy to learn, but combined
they yield exponentially many objects.
Factors of variation can be learnt in succession in a life-long learning setting and
used in the future for one-shot or zero-shot learning.
Problem. But what are “semantic factors of variation”?
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Learning disentangled representations
Possible answer through the Minimum Description Length principle:

Latent traversal
Azimuth

Input
x

Encoder

Decoder

Representation z
Higgins et al., β-VAE: Learning Basic Visual Concepts with a Constrained Variational Framework, 2017
Burgess et al., Understanding Disentangling in beta-VAE” 2017

x̂

Elevation

Lighting

Pictures courtesy of Higgins et al., Burgess et al. 20

Learning disentangled representations
Possible answer through the Minimum Description Length principle:

Phase transitions during training

Image seed

Components of the representation z

Higgins et al., β-VAE: Learning Basic Visual Concepts with a Constrained Variational Framework, 2017
Burgess et al., Understanding Disentangling in beta-VAE” 2017

Pictures courtesy of Higgins et al., Burgess et al.21

Information in the Weights and
Dynamics of Learning

How, and when, do we learn good representations?
Deficit
0

Normal training
N

N

160+N

Deficit

N + 40

0

160

Hubel and Wiesel © Harvard University

Image from Cnops et al., 2008
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Critical Learning Periods in Deep Networks

Deficit
0

Normal training
N

160+N

A., Rovere, Soatto, Critical Learning Periods in Deep Networks, 2018
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Test Image

Representation of
past data

Weights

Training Set

{

,

(car, horse, deer, …)

}

Information in Weights during training
What should we expect from the information in the weights during training?

Information in Weights

Maybe something like this?

Training Epoch
26

Information in Weights during training
Not quite so.
Information extraction

A., Rovere, Soatto, Critical Learning Periods in Deep Networks, 2018

Information consolidation
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Emergence of invariant and disentangled representations
Theorem 1 (informal). Stochastic gradient descent biases the optimization process
toward recovering low information solutions.
Z wf
R tf 1
2
1
u̇(t)
+V (u(t))dt
L(w;D)
t0 2
2D
p(wf , tf |w0 , t0 ) = e
e
du(t)
w0
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Theorem 2 (informal). In DNNs, low-information classifier have invariant and disentangled
representations.
Minimality of activations

I (x; z) ⇡ H(x)
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⇣

k

(2⇡e)
log
t
t
|rx fw (x) Jf F (w ) Jf rx fw (x)|
Fisher Information of Weights

⌘

Corollary (Theorem 1 + 2). DNNs are biased toward learning invariant and disentangled
representations.
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Compression of the weights biases toward invariant and disentangled representations.

Testing

Training data

{

,

(car, horse, deer, …)

}

Weights

Invariant representation

Some consequences
Phase transitions for learning.

𝛽<1

overfitting

𝛽<1

overfitting

fitting

𝛽>1

underfitting 𝛽 >> 1

underfitting

Error bounds for DNN.

L
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Distance between tasks

Can we put a distance on the space of tasks?

CIFAR-10

ImageNet
KITTI

SVHN

MNIST
Fashion MNIST
32

A Topology on the Space of Tasks
d(𝒟1 → 𝒟2) = I(𝒟1𝒟2; w) − I(𝒟1; w)
Information in the
joint datasets

Information in one of
the two datasets

Difficult task to easy task

Easy task to difficult task

Similar tasks cluster together

A., Paolini, Mbeng, Soatto, The Information Complexity of Learning Tasks, their Structure and their Distance, 2019
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Lecture 1

1.1. Exam

Machine Learning
1

In a typical supervised learning problem, we are given a training
dataset 𝒟
t

=

0 future inputs x.
We want to learn a model that predicts the right output y for

M =0

N
{(xi, yi)}i= 1.

0

t
0

We start from a parametric family of function, and look for−1a good set of parameters w, by
minimizing a loss function ℒ𝒟(w).

1

x

−1

1

0

Example (Polynomial curve fitting):
M =3

1

Family of functions: polynomials of degree M

fw(x) = w0 + w1x + ⋯ + wM x
L2 reconstruction loss:

N

1
2
ℒ𝒟(w) =
fw(xi) − yi)
(
2∑
i= 1

Picture from Christofer M. Bishop, Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning

M

1

t

t
0

0

−1

−1

0

x

1

0

Figure 1.4 Plots of polynomials having various orders M , shown a
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Figure 1.2.

Overfitting and regularization
M =0

1

1 1
t t

t

0

M0 = 1
M =

M =1

1
t

0 0

0

If the model is too flexible expressive, overfitting can happen (bias variance trade-off).
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Pictures from Christofer M. Bishop, Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning
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Figure 1.7 Plots of M = 9 polynomials fitted to the data set shown in Figure 1.2 using the regularized err
function (1.4) for two values of the regularization parameter λ corresponding to ln λ = −18 and ln λ = 0. T
case of no regularizer, i.e., λ = 0, corresponding to ln λ = −∞, is shown at the bottom right of Figure 1.4.
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How do we find the parameters: SGD
We want to find the parameters w that minimize the loss:
N

1
ℒ𝒟(w) =
lw(xi, yi)
N∑
i= 1
The gradient can be computed as:

∇w ℒ𝒟(w) = 𝔼xi,yi∼𝒟[ ∇w ℓw(xi, yi)]

⇒

the sample gradient

∇w ℓw(xi, yi),

xi, yi ∼ 𝒟

is an unbiased estimator of the real gradient

Algorithm (SGD):
1. Sample an example (xi, yi) from the dataset.

2. Compute the gradient of the per-sample loss g i := ∇w ℓw(xi, yi)
3. Update the network parameters w′ ← w − η g i
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SGD as gradient descent with noisy dynamics
∇w ℓw(xi, yi) = ∇w L(w) + noise

(Robbins and Morro, 1951). In a strongly convex optimization problem (e.g., linear regression),
SGD converges to the global minimum provided the learning rate is annealed over time.
38

it expression for F is that even if the diffusion matrix
F(x) such that —F(x) = D 1 (x) — f (x) at all x 2 W.

The shape of the noise

x) = 0 The
where
we linearize
— f (x) = Fx and
=
noise
term is non-gaussian
and—F(x)
non-isotropic.
d
∇w ℓw(xi, yi) = ∇w L(w) + noise
written as a local rotation and scaling of — f (x).

om Noh and Lee
Not(2015).
an essential difference for a convex problem

l = 0.5

(c) l = 1.5

et al., Stochastic gradient descent performs vatriational inference, converges to limit cycles, 2018
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Classic Machine Learning:
generalizes to the test set

configurations with zero or near-zero training loss), even when data and labels are randomized before
training [43]. However, this good behavior is not universal; the trainability of neural nets is highly
dependent on network architecture design choices, the choice of optimizer, variable initialization, and
a variety of other considerations. Unfortunately, the effect of each of these choices on the structure of
the underlying loss surface is unclear. Because of the prohibitive cost of loss function evaluations
minimize
somelooping
lossover
function
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training
data.
Hope
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(which requires
all the dataon
points
in the
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studies
in this field
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Deep Learning: We don’t want Figure
a global
minimum, local minima are better. We don’t care
1: The loss surfaces of ResNet-56 with/without skip connections. The proposed filter
normalization
scheme is used at
to enable
comparisons of sharpness/flatnessmakes
between the
two figures.
about convergence speed (or about
convergence
all). Over-parametrization
things
32nd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2018), Montréal, Canada.
work better. Regularization is only needed at the beginning of training (!)

Li et al., Visualizing the Loss Landscape of Neural Nets, 2018

Today and tomorrow
Structure of the data
(natural images)
Wednesday

Parametrization of the model
(Deep Networks)

Optimization algorithm
(SGD)

Machine learning and information
Machine learning at its core is about extracting useful task information from the data.
How do we define information?

“Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or are
correlated according to some system with certain physical or
conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of communication are
irrelevant to the engineering problem.”
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Entropy
Hp(x) = 𝔼x∼p(x)[− log p(x)]
Shannon coding theorem. The expected minimum coding length (in bits) to encode a sample
of the distribution without loss is equal to the entropy of the distribution.
That is, the entropy measures the “information content” of random variable.
Low entropy
2 bits

Higher entropy
2.58 bits
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Kullback-Leibler divergence
Entropy is a particular case of the KL divergence (when q(x) is discrete and uniform).

p(x)
KL(p(x) ∥ q(x)) = 𝔼x∼p(x)[ − log
]
q(x)
By Jensen Inequality, the KL-divergence is always positive and it is zero if and only if p(x) =
q(x).
Cross-Entropy: Hq,p(x) = 𝔼x∼p(x)[− log q(x)]

Hq,p(x) = Hp(x) + KL(p(x) ∥ q(y))
Corollary. The cross-entropy is minimized if and only if q(x) = p(x)
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Conditional Entropy and Mutual Information
Conditional Entropy: How much information remains in y after having observed x

H(y | x) = 𝔼x,y∼p(y,x)[− log p(y | x)]
Mutual Information: How much information remains in y after having observed x

I(x; y) = H(y) − H(y | x)
The mutual information can also be interpreted as the expected divergence between the
distribution of a random variable before and after an observation.

I(x; y) = 𝔼x∼p(x)[KL(p(y | x) ∥ p(y))]
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Our prototype problem: Image classification
Suppose that our task is to classify images into a finite number of classes:

𝒟=

N
{(xi, yi)}i= 1 where each xi is an image, and each yi is a label.

We want to learn a model pw(y | x) that predicts the right class of future images.
Example. A simple linear prediction model is pW(y | x)

−x −1

= σ(Wx), where σ = (1 + e )

46

Cross-entropy loss
We want to maximize the amount of information about the task. Recall that

I(x; y) = H(y) − Hp(y | x) = max H(y) − Hpw,p(y | x)
w

We introduce the empirical cross-entropy loss:
N

1
ℒ(w) = Hpw(y | x) =
− log pw(yi | xi)
N∑
i= 1
Recall that the cross-entropy is minimized when pw(y | x) is equal to the ground-truth data
distribution.
Alternatively can be seen as computing the MLE of w.
47

Notebook
A fully connected network can easily bring the train error to zero, but still fails to learn.
Fully connected network on CIFAR-10

What is missing here?

Deep Neural Netowrk
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What is a nuisance? It depends on the task!

?

?

Having different clothes/hairstyle/pose is a nuisance for the task of recognizing the person.
But what if our task is to tag the clothing style in the image?
Pictures of Ian McKellen from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_McKellen https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gandalf
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Nuisance for a task
Definition (Nuisance) Assume wlog that the input data can be written as x = R(o, n) for a
function R(o, n) and o, n ~ p(o, n). We say that n is a nuisance factor for the task y if:

p(y | R(o , n )) = p(y | R(o , n ′))
for all o ∈ O, n ∈ N.
Equivalently: A random variable n is a nuisance for y if I(y; n) = 0.
Definition (Invariance) A representation z = 𝜑(x) is invariant to a nuisance n if I(z; n) = 0.

Problem: How do we find a representation of x which is invariant to nuisances?
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This is the formal model that we will adopt throughout the manuscript (Figure 2.2).
In the next section we make this formal notation a bit more precise with a specific
instantiation, the so-called Ambient-Lambert model. More realistic instantiations are
described in Appendix B.1. The reader interested in generalizations of the simple symChange
of nuisance
metric binary decision case can consult any number
of textbooks,
for instance [53].

Nuisance variability

I˜ = h(⇠, ⌫˜), ⌫˜ = illumination

⌫˜ = visibility

⌫˜ = viewpoint

˜ ⌫˜), ⇠˜ =
I˜ = h(⇠,
6 ⇠

I = h(⇠, ⌫)

Change
of
identity
Figure 2.2: The same scene ⇠ can yield many different images depending on particular
instantiations of the nuisance ⌫.
Images from Steps Toward a Theory of Visual Information, S. Soatto, 2011
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Group nuisances
Assume that a nuisance g ∈ G acts on the data x though a group action:

x = R(o , g ) = g ⋅ R(o , e) = g ⋅ x′
Examples:
Translation, rotation, scale

Projective transform
Change of illumination and
contrast

2

2

Aﬀ (ℝ ) = GL(2) ⋉ ℝ

Change of pixel positions

2

PGL(ℝ ) × Diﬀ (ℝ)

Pictures from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Widok_na_Perast_z_zachodu_01.JPG, https://blogs.dropbox.com/tech/2016/08/fast-document-rectification-and-enhancement/

Change of pixel values
(contrast)
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Local group-invariant descriptor
Reference frame need to be unique and robust.
Due to occlusions, we can only trust local features and need redundancy
Occlusions

Changes in appearance

Need to be robust to all geometric transformations and small deformations.
Need to be robust to changes of illuminations, shadows, …
53

SIFT: Finding the scale
Find “interesting points” (i.e., local maxima and minima) at all scales.

Done by constructing the scale space of the image and finding the first scale at
which a local maximum (minimum) stops being a local maximum (minimum).
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Harris corner detector
Points along edges are not useful keypoints, as they cannot be localized exactly.
Idea: Compute the Hessian at each interesting point. Consider only the points
that have large eigenvalues of the same magnitude.

Image from https://docs.opencv.org/3.4.2/dc/d0d/tutorial_py_features_harris.html
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Find corner orientation
Decide the orientation of the corner by plotting the histogram of the gradients
orientation and find the most frequent orientation.

If multiple orientations are very frequent (> 0.8 * max), select all.
Image from http://aishack.in/tutorials/sift-scale-invariant-feature-transform-keypoint-orientation/
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SIFT: Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
Gradient orientation is the only invariant to contrast changes.
Idea: Describe local patch around corner using orientations of the gradients.
Bin together gradients in a patch for
robustness to small deformations

Image from http://aishack.in/tutorials/sift-scale-invariant-feature-transform-keypoint-orientation/
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The state of Computer Vision, circa 2009

Image from http://www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/~yu/research/ASIFT/demo.html
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Feature matching in Visual-Inertial SLAM system

Demo video from https://sites.google.com/site/ktsotsos/visual-inertial-sensor-fusion
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Computer Vision now
How do we learn the complex variability of natural objects?

60

Lecture 2: Learning optimal
representations

What is a representation?
x

y

z

data

representation

task
y = label, segmentation, reconstruction, …

n

nuisances

Sufficient

Nuisance invariance
Minimal
Compositional

I(z; y) = I(x; y)
n⫫y

I(n; z) = 0

I(x; z) = minimal
Minimal component correlation?

A. and Soatto, Information Dropout: finding optimal representation through noisy computation, PAMI 2017
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The work-horse of representation learning:
G-equivariant operators
Let a group G act on the data: We don’t want to learn the same thing over and over again.

f(x) = “dog”

f(g ⋅ x) = “dog”

How do we construct a general group invariant representation?

2

∀g ∈ Aﬀ (ℝ )
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G-invariance and G-equivariance
Let G act on two sets X and Y. A function f : X → Y is:
G-invariant if f(g ⋅ x) = f(x).
G-equivariant if f(g ⋅ x) = g ⋅ f(x).
The composition of equivariant functions is equivariant.
Any equivariant function f can easily be made invariant, for example using

̂ = max g ⋅ f(x).
f(x)

We can write an invariant function as a composition of simpler equivariant functions.
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Linear G-equivariant operators
G-convolution: Let G be a group with an Haar measure, and let f, k : G → ℝ. We define the
G-convolution:
f ⋆G k (x) =

∫

f(xg

−1

)k(g )dμ(g )

Proposition (Kondor et al., 2018) Let G be a compact group, and let L(G) = {f : G → ℝ}.
Then Φ : L(G) → L(G) is a linear G-equivariant operator if and only if Φ( f ) = f ⋆G g for
some kernel k(x) : G → ℝ.*
2

Example: Let G = ℤ be the translation group on a lattice. We can think of an image as a
2

2

function f : ℤ → ℝ, so that f ∈ L(G). The only translation equivariant operators are ℤ convolutions.
f ⋆ k (x) = ∑t∈ ℤ2 f(x − t) k(t)
Kondor and Trivedi, On the Generalization of Equivariance and Convolution in Neural Networks to the Action of Compact Groups, 2018
* The result extends to L(X) where X is any set on which G acts transitively.
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Convolutional Neural Networks
We want to be equivariant/invariant to translations in the image plane

f(x) ≃σ ∘ Φw0(x)
For the group ℤ × ℤ of planar translations of a discretized image:

Picture from http://diplabs.blogspot.com/2012/04/template-matching-using-normalised.html
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Linear is not enough

67

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
Proposition. We can approximate any G-equivariant representation by alternating linear Gequivariant operations (convolutions) and point-wise non-linearities 𝝈.

f(x) ≃σ ∘ ΦwL ∘ σ ∘ ΦwL− 1 ∘ … ∘ σ ∘ Φw0(x)
We learn the convolution kernels by minimizing the cross-entropy loss with SGD.

68

What it looks like in practice

It’s convolutions all the way down

Architecture from Striving for Simplicity: The All Convolutional Net, Spriengberg et al., 2014
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Notebook
Train this network

70

The effect of depth: increasing expressiveness
Depth is necessary to make the data linearly separable:

Non linearly-separable

Linearly-separable

*Knowledge distillation (Hinton et al.) shows that a shallow student network can learn to imitate perfectly a deep teacher, even if it cannot learn directly from the data.
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this work, i.e., DeepVID, is an example-based solution. It brings where a, b are two coefficients, y is the true
together the power of visual analytics and the state-of-the-art deep (a one-hot vector), and L , L
so f t are meas
hard
learning solutions to interpret a cumbersome classifier’s behavior Increasing the value of T will increase the en
around a particular data instance of interest. Moreover, DeepVID is enhance the Student to learn the relative pro
a model-agnostic approach, making it a more general solution for classes from the pre-trained Teacher. Howe
interpreting
types
of classification
the probability
of irrelevant
classes
But the main
use ofdifferent
depth in
modern
DNN ismodels.
to change the learning
dynamics
(more on
thiswill also
In this work, instead of compressing mod
later), not to increase the expressiveness.
of knowledge distillation to distill and transfe
3 BACKGROUND
models for the purpose of interpretation. In
compression applications, the Student is usu
global
similar model natures (e.g., network structu
soft labels
Teacher
predictions
pre-trained
In our case, however, as the purpose is to lo
local
not fully mimic a Teacher’s behaviors, the
distilled knowledge
simpler and more explainable to serve our in
Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) is an
hard labels
true label
to be trained predictions
network model, which learns a latent represe
Training data
Student
data and then reconstructs the data from the
It consists of two sub-networks of an en
Fig. 2: Left: local interpretation; right: knowledge distillation [15]. (Fig. 3). The encoder compresses the input x2
z,
i.e.,
z
=
encoder(x)
⇠
q(z|x);
whereas
the
Knowledge
distillation
(Hinton
et
al.,
2015)
shows
that
a
shallow
student
network
can
learn
Interpretation via Localization. The idea of localization is to
0 from z, i.e., x0 = decoder(z) ⇠
an
image
x
behaviorteacher,
of a classifier
at aifpoint
of interest
using
to imitate approximate
perfectly athedeeper
even
it cannot
learn
fromofthe
data
equally
well.
VAE
is
conducted
by:
(1)
minimizing
the
a simple interpretable model [8]. Fig. 2 (left) shows an example:
0
the data points from two different classes are colored in green and x ; and (2) limiting the distribution of z
and orange; a classifier’s decision boundary is denoted by the red distribution, i.e., p(z)=N (0, 1). The72trainin

The effect of depth: changing the dynamics

Picture from DeepVid, Wang et al., 2019

Deep parametrization makes linear networks non-linear
Consider a deep linear network:

f(x) = WLWL− 1…W0 x

While it still implements a simple linear function, the loss landscape is now non-convex and
the SGD dynamics are much more complex.
Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2019

Example: In a regression problem y=Ax, where x is gaussian, a deep linear network
converges faster on components with the larger singular value.

Saxe et al., Exact solutions to the nonlinear dynamics of learning in deep linear neural networks, 2013

Figure 1: Learning dynamics
a function of singular dimens
strength. (a) shows how mo
of different singular value
learned, (b) shows that there
a wave of learning that picks
singular dimensions with sma
and smaller singular values
t ! 1.
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CNNs for non-image data
In general, we can construct DNNs tailored to some data by finding a group G that naturally
acts on the data and using G-convolutions.
Example. The input is a set of n values x = {x1, …, xn }. Since the output needs to be
invariant to permutation of the elements, we can use πn -convolutions.

Example. For weather forecast, we get measurements on a sphere
(earth surface). We want the prediction to be SO(2) invariant, use

SO(2)-convolutions.

Example. Molecules, proteins, …
74
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Why neural network?
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FIGURE 12.12 Function•I imaging
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rave•ls orderly m•pping of orientation
preference In the primary visual cortex.
(A) Surface view of the striate cortex. using
intrinsic signal imaging techniques to visualize the map of preferred orientation. Color:s
indicate the average preferred orientation of
columns at a given location; red indicates the
location of columns that respond preferentially to horlzontal orientations, blue those that
respond preferentially to vertical orientations;
other colors represent intennediate orientations. The smooth progression of preferred
orientations Indicated by the gradations In
color is interTIJpted by point discontinuities
(pinwheel centers; white circles). (B) Singlecell view of a •pinwheel• visualized using twophoton Imaging of calcium signals. Note that
adjacent cells have slmllar preferred orientations except at the very center, where nearby
cells exhibit nearly orthogonal orientation
preferences. (A courtesy of D. Fitzpatrick; B
modified from Ohki et al., 2006.)
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other colors represent intennediate orientations. The smooth progression of preferred
orientations Indicated by the gradations In
color is interTIJpted by point discontinuities
(pinwheel centers; white circles). (B) Singlecell view of a •pinwheel• visualized using twophoton Imaging of calcium signals. Note that
adjacent cells have slmllar preferred orientations except at the very center, where nearby
cells exhibit nearly orthogonal orientation
preferences. (A courtesy of D. Fitzpatrick; B
modified from Ohki et al., 2006.)
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of the map of orientation preference on the surface of visual
cortex (Figure 12.12). Much of the map of orientation preference exlubits smooth progressive change, like that seen
for the mapping of visual space. This smooth progression
is interrupted periodically by point discontinuities, where
neurons with disparate orientation preferences lie close
to each other in a pattern resembling a child's pinwheel.
The full range of orientation preferences (0--180 degrees)
is replicated many times such that neurons with the same
orientation preference are arrayed in an iterated fashion,
repeating at approximately 1-millimeter intervals across the
primary visual cortex. This iteration ensures that the full
range of orientation values are represented for each region

of cortical processing as the axons of geniculate neurons
terminate in alternating eye-specific ocular dominance
column& within cortical layer 4 (Figure 12.130). Beyond
this point, however, signals from the two eyes converge
as the axons from layer 4 neurons in adjacent monocular
stripes synapse on individual neurons in other cortical layers. While most neurons outside of layer 4 are binocular,
the relative strength of the inputs from the two eyes varies
from neuron to neuron in a colUIIUlar fashion that reflects
the pattern of ocular dominance stripes in layer 4. Thus,
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Why neural network?
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THE PERCEPTRON: A PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR
INFORMATION STORAGE AND ORGANIZATION
1
IN THE BRAIN

E PEECEPTRON

F. ROSENBLATT
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory

389

If we are eventually to understand
the capability of higher organisms for
perceptual recognition, generalization,
recall, and thinking, we must first
have answers to three fundamental
questions:

and the stored pattern. According to
this hypothesis, if one understood the
code or "wiring diagram" of the nervous system, one should, in principle,
be able to discover exactly what an
organism remembers by reconstructing the original sensory patterns from
1. How is information about the the "memory traces" which they have
physical world sensed, or detected, by left, much as we might develop a
the biological system?
photographic negative, or translate
2. In what form is information the pattern of electrical charges in the
stored, or remembered?
FIG. 1. Organization
of a ofperceptron.
"memory"
a digital computer.
3. How does information contained This hypothesis is appealing in its
in storage, or in memory, influence simplicity and ready intelligibility,

s of
are
to
s of

nd/
muli
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Features learned by a DNN
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Lecture 2 — break

What is a representation?
x

y

z

data

representation

task
y = label, segmentation, reconstruction, …

n

nuisances

Sufficient

Nuisance invariance
Minimal
Compositional

I(z; y) = I(x; y)
n⫫y

I(n; z) = 0

I(x; z) = minimal
Minimal component correlation?

A. and Soatto, Information Dropout: finding optimal representation through noisy computation, PAMI 2017
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A Variational Principle for representation learning:
The Information Bottleneck principle
A minimal sufficient representation is the solution to:

minimizep(z|x)
s.t.

I(x; z)
H(y |z) = H(y |x)

Information Bottleneck Lagrangian: (Tishby et al., 1999)

L = Hp,q (y |z) + I(z; x)
cross-entropy

regularizer
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Invariant if and only if minimal
Definition. A representation z is minimal for the task y if it minimizes I(z; x) among the
sufficient representations.
Theorem (A., Soatto) (informal) Let z be a sufficient representation and n a nuisance. Then,

I(z; n)  I(z; x)

invariance

minimality

I(x; y )
constant

Moreover, there exists a nuisance n for which equality holds.
Corollary: A representation is maximally invariant if and only if it is minimal

A. and Soatto, Emergence of Invariance and Disentanglement in Deep Representations, JMLR 2018
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Compression without loss of *useful* information
Task Y = Is this the picture of a dog?
Less information I(z; x) in the representation

The task information I(z; y) remains about the same
The IB Lagrangian ℒ(θ) = Hpθ(y | z) + β Ipθ(z; x) allows to interpolate between all the various
representations by varying β.

Image source https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Terrier_mixed-breed_dog.jpg
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Compression in practice
Reduce the dimension

x1

Increase dimension +
Inject noise in the map

x1

z1

x2

z2

x2
x3

X

x3

z2

x4

Z

Examples: max-pooling, dimensionality reduction

z1

z3

x4

z4

X

Z

Examples: dropout, batch-normalization
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MaxPooling: Reducing information by reducing the dimension
Downsample the spatial dimension by selecting only local maxima of the activations:

Nowadays replaced by more expensive (but better performing) strided convolutions.

Image source https://neurohive.io/en/popular-networks/vgg16/
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Dropout: Reducing information by adding noise
Introduce binary multiplicative noise in the activations:

1
z → z ⊙ ϵ, where ϵ ∼ Bernoulli(p)
p
In practice disables random units during training:

Nowadays, batch normalization is used instead of dropout as it has a similar effect and
performs much better.
86

Notebook
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Back to the general Information Bottleneck
A minimal sufficient (and hence invariant) representation is the solution to:

minimizep(z|x)
s.t.

I(x; z)
H(y |z) = H(y |x)

Information Bottleneck Lagrangian: (Tishby et al., 1999)

L = Hp,q (y |z) + I(z; x)
cross-entropy

regularizer
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Blahut-Arimoto algorithm
In general, how do we minimize the IB Lagrangian ℒ(θ) = Hpθ(y | z) + β Ipθ(z; x) to find an
optimal representation? We can use the following iterative algorithm:
Encoder p(z|x)
pt (z|x)
pt+1 (z)

Decoder p(y|z)

pt (z)
exp( 1/ d(x, z ))
Zt (x, )
X
p(x)pt (z|x)
x

y

p(y |x)pt (x|z)

…

pt+1 (y |z)

X

Exploits the fact that the set of probability distributions is convex.
But what happens if p(z|x) is too large, or parametrized in a non-convex way?
Tishby et al,, The information bottleneck method, 2000
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Minimizing the information by adding noise
How do we minimize ℒ(θ) when pθ(z | x) is complex, e.g., computed by a DNN)?

ℒ(θ) = Hpθ(y | x) + β I(x; z)

Problem: the marginal distribution
is too complex to compute

= Hpθ(y | x) + β 𝔼x[ KL(pθ(z | x) ∥ pθ(z)) ]

Lemma. I(z; x) ≤ 𝔼x[KL(p(z | x) ∥ q(z))] for any q(z) and is equal if and only if q(z) = p(z).
Using this:

ℒ(θ) ≤ Hpθ(y | x) + β 𝔼x[ KL(pθ(z | x)∥qϕ(z)) ]
= : ℒ(θ, ϕ)
Hence: min ℒ(θ) = min ℒ(θ, ϕ), and the latter minimization problem is simpler.
θ

θ, ϕ

A. and Soatto, Information Dropout: finding optimal representations by adding noise, 2016
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Example of implementation
Learning a minimal sufficient representation z of the data.

ℒ(θ, ϕ) = Hpθ(y | x) + β 𝔼x[ KL(pθ(z | x)∥qϕ(z)) ]
Algorithm:
1. Choose a simple family of distributions pθ(z | x) and qϕ(z), for example:

pθ(z | x) ∼ N( fθ(x), Σ) and qϕ(z) ∼ N(μϕ, Σϕ)
Where fθ(x) can be implemented by a DNN.
2. Train the network to minimize:

ℒ(θ, ϕ) = Hpθ(y | x) + β 𝔼x[ KL(N(μθ(x), Σθ(x)) ∥ N(μϕ, Σϕ)) ]
= Hpθ(y | x) + β 𝔼x[( f(x) −

T −1
μϕ) Σϕ ( f(x)

− μϕ) + tr(Σ/Σϕ − I) − log Σ/Σϕ]

3. This can be seen equivalently as minimizing the loss with a noisy representation z

ϵ ∼ N(0, Σ) instead of with a deterministic representation as usual.

= f(z) + ϵ,
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Example: Variational Auto-Encoders
Task: Train a network to encode and decode the input, while minimizing both the
reconstruction error and the information I(z; x) used to encode it.

Input

Reconstruction
x

Encoder

Decoder

x̂

Representation z

Minimize I(z; x)

Minimize H(x | x)̂
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Example: Variational Auto-Encoders
Each component of the learned representation corresponds to a different semantic factor.

Image seed

Components of the representation z

Higgins et al., β-VAE: Learning Basic Visual Concepts with a Constrained Variational Framework, 2017
Burgess et al., Understanding Disentangling in beta-VAE” 2017

Pictures courtesy of Higgins et al., Burgess et al.93

Learning disentangled representations
Start with very high β and slowly decrease during training.
Beginning: Very strict bottleneck, only encode most important factor
End: Very large bottleneck, encode all remaining factors

Image seed

Components of the representation z

Think of it as a non-linear PCA, where training time disentangles the factors.
Higgins et al., β-VAE: Learning Basic Visual Concepts with a Constrained Variational Framework, 2017
Burgess et al., Understanding Disentangling in beta-VAE” 2017
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The catch
What if we just represent an image by its index in the training set (or by a unique hash)?
x

z

y

24,576 bits

16 bits

4 bits

0000000000000000

0100

0000000000000001

0001

0000000000000010

0010

0000000000000011

0101

It is a sufficient representation and it is close to minimal.
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This Information Bottleneck is wishful thinking

The IB is a statement of desire for future data we do not have:

min L = Hp,q (y |z) +

q(z|x)
<latexit sha1_base64="5ix/e5Cegp0ObsQK/e6TCJk524w=">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</latexit>

I(z; x)

What we have is the data collected in the past.

What is the best way to use the past data in view of future tasks?
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Lecture 3

Test Image

Representation of
past data

Weights

Training Set

{

,

(car, horse, deer, …)

}

Can we separate structural information from noise?
Examples:
x = 1101011111111011111101101110…
xi ~ Bernoulli(p=0.8), has entropy H(x) = N log(p). But the only “structural information” is
that p = 0.8, the rest is randomness.

The fact that is a rainy outdoor scene is structural information of the image, the
positions of the rain drops is pure randomness.
Picture from https://buffalonews.com/2019/06/16/rain-will-return-this-week-after-record-setting-saturday/
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Kolmogorov’s complexity
The Kolmogorov complexity of a string is the length of the shortest
program that can output that string. (Defined up to an O(1) factor)
Examples:
A random sequence of length n of 0 and 1’s:
x = 10001110110…1001010011010
A repeating pattern of 0 and 1’s has:
x = 10101010101….101010101010

K(x) = n + O(1)

K(x) = O(1)

The digits of π are statistically random, but have low complexity:
x = 3.141592653589793238462643…
K(x) = O(1)
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The Kolmogorov Structure Function
Define the Kolmogorov Structure Function as:

Sx(t) = min − log p(x)
K(p)< t

Cost of encoding the
model

Cost of encoding the
data using the model

Minimal sufficient statistic

Extreme cases:

p(z) = Unif(z) ⇒ K(p) = 1 and log p(x) = N log c
p(z) = δx(z) ⇒ K(p) = K(x) and log p(x) = 0
Kolmogorov's Structure Functions and Model Selection, Vereshchagin and Vitanyi, 2002
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The Kolmogorov Structure of a Task
How can we define the structure of a task?
Let 𝒟 =

N
{(xi, yi)}i= 1

be a dataset. For any pθ(y | x) define L(𝒟; pθ) =

N
∑i= 1 pθ(yi | xi).

The structure function of the dataset 𝒟 is defined by:

S𝒟(t) =

min L(𝒟; pθ)

K(pθ)≤t

Kolmogorov's Structure Functions and Model Selection, Vereshchagin and Vitanyi, 2002
Information Complexity of Tasks, their Structure and their Distance, Achille et al., 2018
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The Kolmogorov Structure of a Task
S𝒟(t) =

min L(𝒟; pθ)

K(pθ)≤t

Training Loss

Increasing the complexity of the model leads
to big gains in accuracy: We are learning the structure of the problem.
Kolmogorov minimal sufficient
statistic

Optimal

After learning all the structure, we can only
memorize: inefficient asymptotic phase.
Tangent = 1 in the asymptote: Need to store 1
bit in the model to decrease the loss by 1 bit

Kolmogorov complexity of model

Kolmogorov's Structure Functions and Model Selection, Vereshchagin and Vitanyi, 2002
Information Complexity of Tasks, their Structure and their Distance, Achille et al., 2018
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The Information in the Weights
How do we measure the complexity of a DNN?
Assume some prior distribution p(w) over the weights. Codifying a particular set of weights
as real numbers requires infinite information.
w
p(w)

Idea: Add noise to the weights to encode with a finite amount of information (Hinton, 1993)
q(w|D)

| encoding | = KL( q(w | 𝒟) ∥ p(w) )
p(w)

Hinton, Van Camp, 1993
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The Information in the Weights
In our setting, consider a noisy weight distribution q(w | D). Measure the amount of noise by
its divergence KL( q(w | D) || p(w) ) from a fixed prior p(w).
Expected loss over the
noisy weights

S(t) =
<latexit sha1_base64="2TSZnpBGg0ddxlZv443Z+O3aieE=">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</latexit>

min

KL(q(w |D) k p(w ))<t

Ew ⇠q(w |D) [LD (w )]

Or, equivalently the Lagrangian:
Information in the Weights
<latexit sha1_base64="F4A4VMxSnkAKIrCZGQO5FzuzjHE=">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</latexit>

L = Ew ⇠q(w |D) [LD (w )] +

KL(q(w |D) k p(w ))
optimal noise

fixed prior

For a given β we call Information in the Weights the value of the KL divergence of the
optimal solution.
A., Paolini, Soatto, Information Complexity of Learning Tasks, 2019
A., and Soatto, Where is the Information in a DNN?, 2019
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Example: Measuring Information by Adding Noise
Idea: We can estimate the amount of information contained in the weights by corrupting
them with noise and measuring the decrease in performance.

Prediction and Entropy of Printed
By C. E. SHANNON
(Manuscript &ceiDcd Sept. IS, I950)
A Dew method of estimating the entropy and redundancy of a language is
described. This method exploits the knowledge of the language statistics posby those
who
speak the
language,
and depends
experimental
results
Example: sessed
Shannon
(1951)
estimates
the
information
content on
of the
English language
by
in prediction of the next letter when the preceding text is known. Results of
corruptingexperiments
random letters
and measuring
the reconstruction
error
of English
speakers.
in prediction
are given, and
some properties of
an ideal
predictor
are
developed.

“Thif is a vevy moisy party” → “This is a very noisy party”

1.

INTRODUCTION

N A previous paper! the entropy and redundancy of a language have

Shannon, Prediction and Entropy of Printed English, Bell System Technical Journal, 1951
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Let’s rewrite this using Information Theory
We used an upperbound, what is the best we value it can assume?

ℒ(M) = 𝔼w∼q(w|𝒟)[Hp,q(𝒟 | w)] + λ KL(q(w | 𝒟)∥p(w)) .
Recall that:

I(w; 𝒟) ≤ 𝔼𝒟[KL(q(w | 𝒟)∥p(w))],
which is obtained when p(w) = q(w|D). Hence, on expectation over the datasets,
the best function loss function to use to recover the task structure is:

ℒ(M) = 𝔼𝒟[H(𝒟 | w)] + λI(w; 𝒟) .
IB Lagrangian for the weights
107

The Information in a Deep Neural Network
KL(q(w |D) k p(w ))

L(w ) = Hp,q (D|w ) +
<latexit sha1_base64="6i8XzKlj6XP/3l19n2sKsSZ7OzE=">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</latexit>

output of training

fixed prior

Fisher Information: p(w) = Gaussian prior, assume the loss is locally quadratic

KL =

kw k
2

<latexit sha1_base64="i+hZgQzq41BRFUrePu8XRqY96bc=">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</latexit>

Implicitly minimized by SGD

2

+ log |2

Sharp minima

Loss

Shannon Information: adapted prior

2

NF + I|

F = curvature of loss
landscape

Flat minimum

p(w ) := ED [q(w |D)]
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ED [KL] = I(w ; D)

Weight configuration
A. et al., The Information Complexity of Learning Tasks, their Structure and their Distance, ArXiv 2019
Li et al., Visualizing the Loss Landscape of Neural Nets, ICLR 2018, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, Flat Minima, Neural Computation1997
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The PAC-Bayes generalization bound
PAC-Bayes bound on the test error: (Catoni, 2007; McAllester 2013)

L
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1

1
2

⇥

Ew [LD (w )] +

KL(q(w |D) k p(w ))

Moreover, the sharpest bound is obtained when E[KL] = I(w; D).

⇤

What matters for generalization is not the number of weights,
but the information they contain.
This gives non-vacuous generalization bounds.

A. and Soatto, Emergence of Invariance and Disentanglement in Deep Representations, JMLR 2018
Dziugaite and Roy, Computing non-vacuous generalization bounds for deep neural networks, UAI 2017
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Bias-variance tradeoff

Information is a better measure of complexity than number of parameters

Total error
Error

Variance
Optimal model
Optimal DNN

Bias2

Optimal DNN

Model complexity

Information complexity

Parametrizing the complexity with information in the weights, we recover bias-variance
trade-off trend.
Achille and Soatto, Emergence of Invariance and Disentanglement in Deep Representations, JMLR 2018
Arora et al., Stronger generalization bounds for deep nets via a compression approach, ICML 2018
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Relation between Fisher and Shannon
SGD minimizes the Fisher Information of the Weights. However, generalization is
governed by the Shannon Information.
Proposition. Assuming the dataset is parametrized in a differentiable way, we have:

I(w ; D) ⇡ H(D)

ED
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⇣
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(2⇡e)
log
T
⇤
⇤
⇤
|rD w F (w ) rD w |

⌘i

Where w* = w*(D) is the result of running SGD on dataset D and F(w) is the Fisher
Information Matrix in w.

A. and Soatto, Where is the Information in a Deep Network?, 2018
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Stability of SGD
I(w ; D) ⇡ H(D)
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log
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|rD w F (w ) rD w |

Dependency of final training
point on the dataset

⌘i

Curvature at the final
point

Imagine training a network on a dataset D and on a slightly perturbed dataset D’

𝒟
w0

𝒟′

wT
w’T
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Phase transition
100%

𝛽<1

overfitting

overfitting

fitting

80%

Train error

𝛽<1

60%
40%
All-CNN
ResNet
Small AlexNet

20%

𝛽>1

underfitting

𝛽 >> 1

underfitting

0%
10

2

10

1

100

101

102

Value of

Phase transition

Using the regularized loss:

L(w ) = Hp,q (D|w ) +

KL(q(w |D)kp(w ))

For random labels there is a transition between over- and under-fitting at β = 1.
Achille and Soatto, Emergence of Invariance and Disentanglement in Deep Representations, JMLR 2018
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Networks can overfit, but they have to pay a price

Information in weights as a function of the number of corrupted labels.

Achille and Soatto, Emergence of Invariance and Disentanglement in Deep Representations, JMLR 2018
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Two Bottlenecks

Activations IB
Invariance

x

z

y

data

activations

label

min L = Hp,q (y |z) + I(z; x)

q(z|x)
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Weights IB
Generalization

D

w

p(y|x)

dataset

weights

real distribution

min L = Hp,qw (y |z) + I(D; w )
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The Emergence Bound
Let z = fw(x) be a layer of a network, and let zn be the representation obtained by
adding noise to the weigths. We define the effective information as Ieff (x; z) = I(x; zn)
Proposition. Let z = fw(x) be a layer of a network. To a first order approximation, the
information in the activations is given by:

I (x; z) ⇡ H(x)
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⌘

where F(w) is the Fisher Infomation of the weights, Jf is the jacobian of fw w.r.t. w.
Take-away: Reducing information in the weights reduces information in the
activations, hence it promotes invariant classifiers.
A. and Soatto, Emergence of Invariance and Disentanglement in Deep Representations, JMLR 2018
A. and Soatto, Where is the Information in a Deep Network?, 2019
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Explanation
Jacobian of activations wrt inputs

I (x; z) ⇡ H(x)
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Curvature of loss function
Jacobian of representation wrt to
weights
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Compression of the weights biases toward invariant and disentangled representations.

Testing

Training data

{

,

(car, horse, deer, …)

Weights

}

Invariant representation
PAST

FUTURE

Weights

Activations

Generalization (PAC-Bayes)

Invariance (Emergence)

Minimality (Shannon)

Minimality (Fisher)

Minimal Invariant
Representation

Test Image

Weights

Training Set

{

,

(car, horse, deer, …)

}

What is the distance between two tasks?

CIFAR-10

ImageNet
KITTI

SVHN

MNIST
Fashion MNIST
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A Topology on the Space of Tasks
Distance between tasks:

d(𝒟1 → 𝒟2) = I(𝒟1𝒟2; w) − I(𝒟1; w)
Complexity of
learning together

Complexity of
learning one

That is, how much more structure do we need to learn?

Notice that this is an asymmetric distance

A., Paolini, Mbeng, Soatto, The Information Complexity of Learning Tasks, their Structure and their Distance, 2019
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A Topology on the Space of Tasks
d(𝒟1 → 𝒟2) = I(𝒟1𝒟2; w) − I(𝒟2; w)

Difficult task to easy task

Easy task to difficult task

Similar tasks cluster together

A., Paolini, Mbeng, Soatto, The Information Complexity of Learning Tasks, their Structure and their Distance, 2019
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T ASK2 VEC: Embedding tasks in a metric space
Idea: Represent each tasks in a metric space using its Fisher Information Matrix diagonal.
Actinopterygii (n)
Amphibia (n)
Arachnida (n)
Aves (n)
Fungi (n)

Task Embeddings

Insecta (n)
Mammalia (n)
Mollusca (n)
Plantae (n)
Protozoa (n)

Reptilia (n)
Category (m)
Actinopterygii (n)
Color (m)
Amphibia (n)
Gender (m)
Arachnida (n)
Material (m)
Aves (n)
Fungi (n)

Neckline (m)
Pants (m)
Insecta (n)
Pattern (m)
Mammalia (n)
Shoes (m)
Mollusca (n)
Plantae (n)
Protozoa (n)

Reptilia (n)
Category (m)
Color (m)
Gender (m)
Material (m)

Domain Embeddings
Task Embeddings

Recovers a meaningful topology
on hundred of tasks
A. et al., TASK2VEC: Task embedding for meta-learning, 2019

Neckline (m)
Pants (m)
Pattern (m)
Shoes (m)

Recovers species taxonomy on
iNaturalist

Domain Embeddings
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034

ARCAMA
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050

optimality w.r.t. ImageNet performance) produce equivalent
embeddings in terms of computing task distances.

exp
sub

R2: The experiments only perform binary classification.
While the two-layer example is binary for simplicity of exposition, all the experiments are multi-class classification
problems with varying numbers of classes in each task.

R3
diff
TA
tas
inc
ar
exp
tan
(th

R2: Extensions and experiments which test the method on
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R3
wit
Ye
om
for
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Proposing an optimal expert for the task

Figure 3: TASK 2 VEC often selects the best available experts. Violin plot of the test error distribution (shaded) on tasks
Allows
to
select
the
best
expert
to
solve
a
task
and
substantially
reduce
error
and
from the CUB-200 dataset (columns) obtained by training a linear classifier over several expert feature extractors (points).
training
Most specialized feature extractors perform similarly on
a giventime.
task, and similar or worse than a generic feature extractor
125 can
pre-trained on ImageNet (blue triangles). However, in some cases a carefully chosen expert, trained on a related task,

A snag: Critical Periods

Two almost identical tasks, yet it is not possible to fine-tune from one to the
other.

Excursus: Critical Periods for learning

Follow-up: Task reachability. Complexity is physical.
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Critical periods
Critical periods: A time-period in early development where sensory deficits can
permanently impair the acquisition of a skill
Examples: monocular deprivation, cataracts, imprinting, language acquisition
Deficit
0

Normal training
N

180 + N

Kitten does not recover
vision in covered eye

Hubel and Wiesel

Image from Cnops et al., 2008
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Critical Learning Periods in Deep Networks

Deficit
0

Normal training
N

160+N

A., Rovere, Soatto, Critical Learning Periods in Deep Networks, 2018
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Sensitivity to deficits

N
0

Deficit

N + 40
160
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High-level deficits do not have a critical period
c o r t e x 9 2 ( 2 0 1 7 ) 2 2 2 e2 3 2

associates were rea
with those special g
or even months.
reversing spectacles
from November 19
unique within psych
The Innsbruck G
in terms of their m
studies, the Innsbr
gated various proce
tion psychology in
conditions. Various
circus performance
bike, motor bike, an
of the studies of the
6). Part of the resu
self-observation an
quantitative meas
everyday life.
Because of Worl
bruck Goggle Exper
tion” e which was t
in Bonn (orig. “W
published as a con
Psychologists, DGPs
1948, at the XII. I
Edinburgh, Kohler h
contacts to the En
Kohler, 1950). The p
“On the compositio
tion” (1951a; orig.

Deficits that only change high-level statistics of the data do not show
a critical period.

High-level deficits do not
exhibit a critical period
Fig. 4 e Reversing spectacles by Erismann from 1947; a
metal mirror enables reversing beams concerning topbottom orientation.

Low-level deficit exhibit a
critical period

Achille, Rovere, Soatto, Critical Learning Periods in Deep Networks, 2018
Picture from “The world is upside down” — The Innsbruck Goggle Experiments of Theodor Erismann and Ivo Kohler, Sachse et al.

was perfectly correct. For example, a participant drew a
picture in a quality as if drawn without wearing reversing
spectacles.
After taking off the glasses, however, participants saw the
whole world upside down, a distortion “in the opposite direction” (negative after-effect), but the reversed vision only
lasted a few minutes.
“The top-bottom perspectives of vision only emerge in
constant interaction with experiences of the other senses
(particularly the tactile sense and muscle sense). Therefore,
the position of the retinal image in the background of the eye
is only significant as long as older experiences from the past
continue to have an effect. In the experiment, they are
reduced step by step and are, via a stage of ‘ambiguous topbottom perspective’, connected in a new way with the new
visual impressions” (Kohler, 1951b, p. 33). The studies show
that first, movement behavior returns to normal, and only
then is followed by perception. Successful adaptations to a
changed world of perception require a person's active exploration of and interaction with their environment (Hommel &
Nattkemper, 2011; Kohler, 1951b).
It was always due to Erismann's initiative, verve, experience, and scientific curiosity that more and more students and

Fig. 5 e Participant
130
Innsbruck (Austria)

Information is physical
How can the Fisher Information aﬀect the learning dynamics?

Idea: When using SGD, the Fisher Information
adds a drag term controlled by the batch size

Veﬀ

k
= U +
log |F |
B
|{z}
| {z }
Real loss

Drag term

SGD MINIMIZES THE FISHER INFORMATION OF THE WIGHTS
(INDUCTIVE BIAS OF SGD)
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Path Integral Approximation and Task Reachability

SGD EFFECTIVELY MINIMIZES
THE IBL FOR THE WEIGHTS

p(wf , tf |w0 , t0 ) = e

L(w;D)

<latexit sha1_base64="afp5fSgDfev6ch0MDdx5tnjO8JU=">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</latexit>
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